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                            THE REASONS FOR CHOOSING US                      
        

        
                            

Once the residence of the noble family Cortese, Hotel Villa Fraulo retains the historic atmosphere of aristocratic “buen retire”, renewing the tradition and irresistible charm of the house.
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              RESTAURANT

              The morning at Hotel Villa Fraulo starts with a continental breakfast buffet which offers a rich and wide assortment from pressed citrus fruit of the Amalfi Coast.
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              WEDDING

              This Villa is the perfect place to seal the dream of an endless love.
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            HOTEL

            
              Once the residence of the noble family Cortese, Hotel Villa Fraulo retains the historic atmosphere of aristocratic “buen retire”, renewing the tradition and irresistible charm of the house.

Villa Fraulo distinguishes it selves from the other 4 star hotels in the Amalfi Coast with its exclusive comforts and its unique location. Just a few steps away from the marvelous Villa Rufolo, in the heart of Ravello.

The medieval Villa has been refurbished several times during the centuries but its original splendor and charm have been preserved. Today you may admire a perfect symbiosis of the ancient vaults and the extraordinary marbles that meet today’s modern conveniences and luxury.
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            HISTORY

            
              Once the residence of the noble family Cortese, Hotel Villa Fraulo retains the historic atmosphere of aristocratic “buen retire”, renewing the tradition and irresistible charm of the house.

Villa Fraulo distinguishes it selves from the other 4 star hotels in the Amalfi Coast with its exclusive comforts and its unique location. Just a few steps away from the marvelous Villa Rufolo, in the heart of Ravello.

The medieval Villa has been refurbished several times during the centuries but its original splendor and charm have been preserved. Today you may admire a perfect symbiosis of the ancient vaults and the extraordinary marbles that meet today’s modern conveniences and luxury.
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          LOCATION

          
            Villa Fraulo distinguishes it selves from the other 4 star hotels in the Amalfi Coast with its exclusive comforts and its unique location. Just a few steps away from the marvelous Villa Rufolo, in the heart of Ravello.
            
              Discover more
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                    Pay before and save !                  
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                Via S. Giovanni del Toro, 18 84010 – Ravello (SA)

                
                   +39 089 858 283

                  
                   reservations@villafraulo.com                
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                 Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 70  84010 Minori (SA)

                
                   +39 089 85 15 06 

                
                   reservations@minoripalace.com              
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